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NBA 2K21 Mamba Forever... Review InformationTime Played: 20 HoursType: PS4In Game 5 of the 1997 NBA Finals, Michael Jordan scored a match-leading 38 points while sweating abundantly and occasionally leaving the court due to illness, only to return moments later and resume his dominance in
the game. Although Jordan was actually suffering from food poisoning, the game became known in the annals of basketball history as the flu game. NBA 2K21 feels very much like the flu game. It's mostly brilliant, but where it's not, it's an absolute mess. Isn't flu or food poisoning making NBA 2K21 sick
though? is VC.The real basketball in NBA 2K21 is exquisite, with the series continuing to make small tweaks and improvements with each installment. This year, some of the annoying off-limits scenarios have become tighter, but the biggest change is shooting. While the shooting buttons still exist, the
shooting stick tries to give closer control, and since it initially has a punishing difficulty curve, a quick hotfix application makes running much smoother. On the field, you couldn't ask for more. Off the field, it's a different story. VC (or Virtual Currency) flows through everything, ruling out some difficulties in
the otherwise top class MyCareer mode, and forcing you to choose between either upgrading your MyCareer pro, or improving your myTeam roster. Of course, the game really wants you to do both, but to do that, you have to spend more real money on the game. It's not just that micro-transactions are
present, it's that the game pushes them so hard that it hurts the enjoyment of your MyCareer, puts obstacles ahead of your access to The Neighborhood, and sees most of the offline ways to lose out. What's that? The last officially licensed NBA basketball simRelease date? September 4, 2020Th what
can I play? PS4, Xbox One, Switch, PC and Google Stadia, with PS5 and Xbox Series X coming soonPrice? Standard version is $59.99/£49.99/AU$99.95Total court dominance (Image credit: 2K Games) Shooting stick is a great addition (after the hotfix) For the court game is as strong as everStill
presented broadcast style with too many sponsorsFirst, let's lace up our Nikes and head to court. The NBA 2K series has always been a half step ahead of FIFA (and a couple ahead of Madden) in terms of raw sports simulation. After bolstering the defense last year, taking the crown as the best sports
sim on the market should have been an easy alley-oop for NBA 2K21. It feels like they have missed the dunk but put in the rebound. Minute by minute, to play, shot in shot, NBA 2K21 is seamless. It's as close to perfect as you can realistically imagine a sports sim can be. The pass, running, and
defensive work is as clean and asquick as it was last year, but this addition has brought in stick shooting alongside the usual button button as well as changing the way the shooting counter both looks and works. With this change comes a new dribbling system, which certainly offers more control and feels
more fluid. However, if you've tried shooting either in the demo or on the opening day of NBA 2K21, you'll know that you've overcooked the difficulty. Dame Lillard lacked open jump shots when the goal was yellow; in the 2K targeting system, yellow means very close but not perfect. It has since been
repaired, and shooting is much more natural. The stick still gets used to it, but the punishment for getting yellow isn't too severe unless you're in a box outside, not in a hot zone, or using a player with poor shooting stats. The games themselves, filled with sponsorships from Gatorade, Mobil, and more, can
sometimes lean too much toward presenting a live game on TV from the real game, but once you have the rock in your hands, it fades away. Minute by minute, game to play, shot in shot, NBA 2K21 is seamless. It's as close to perfect as you can realistically imagine a sports sim can be. It's Michael
Jordan's sport sims, but only if you mean Jordan in The Flu Game.Show me the money (Image credit: 2K Games) Too much of the game is designed to feed into VCMyTeam running offline, but you lose in many featuresPacets still offer bad returnsVC - the virtual currency at the heart of NBA 2K21 - it's
largely to blame for that. Not entirely, and we'll get to other weaknesses in time, but the beginning and end of a large percentage of NBA 2K21 issues come from the micro-transactions that are built around the game. You can't accuse 2K of neglect in the court game, but all roads seem to lead back to
MyTeam, and the ability of players to spend more real money. One of the game modes is MyTeam, a card-based team-building game where you need to buy players, contracts, jerseys and anything else you can think of, whether in blind packages or individual auctions. The game constantly pulls you in
that direction; we had taken the Trail Blazers to the finals in MyLeague, our mycareer player had just arrived in the NBA, and we had done a little more than try the features of MyTeam, and even every time we lit up the game, our menu pulled up to MyTeam with a Continue Now button. In our pre-order
bonus packages, we have a strong team - Kobe, Shaq, Lillard, Williamson, and Ingram - but we just started buying real packages, the quality of the players that it sank quickly. You can have a decent time playing some offline 3v3, earning minimal coins, working on your skills, but to really get the most out
of MyTeam, you need to play online. This means that you have to constantly buy - often for real money, although grinding is possible - new players and packages. You can't accuse 2K of neglect in the court game, but all roads seem to lead back to MyTeam, and feature feature players spend more real
money. VC can win for free, but it takes a long time to even win a single package which, in this riotbox system, could end up being VC down the drain. Even MyCareer, the game's story mode, is infected with VC. Whatever your player does earns you some VC, and you can either spend this to upgrade
your player or save it for packages. It's poorly designed - and it feels deliberate - that you can use MyCareer to make your MyTeam better, but to do that in the long run, you have to try and compete in the NBA with a low-level pro whose potential performance is spent on virtual contracts to make sure you
can keep playing online with Kevin Durant. You can't change the difficulty down past Pro either, lest you earn too many VC coins and game this system. This, in particular, looks like a vicious move. Got game (Image credit: 2K Games)The best narrative of a sports sim can offerMyCareer suffers from its
connections to VCThe Neighborhood is fun, but poorly performedKively, MyCareer remains the best sports narrative experience out there, and is filled with big name stars like Michael K. Williams, Djimon Hounsou, and Jesse Williams. The latter is too intense at times, but feels like a real production, tells a
fascinating story without overdoing the melodrama, and offers some satisfying story beats. It's pretty much scripted in parts, but that's a little critical of a sports drama. Despite how good it is though, the lack of a full range of difficulty needlessly gatekeeps newcomers from what should be a welcoming
operation, and can't shake the feeling of being an elaborate maze designed to lead you back to MyTeam, with that playoff winning 3-pointer worth nothing more than a few coins towards the next package. MyCareer is also home to The Neighborhood, a return online game mode built around street ball and
creativity. Offline, you can recover some of that feeling in the Park, but it's not quite the same. The neighborhood is decent running game itself, but it has too many drawbacks to really justify praise. For one, you can only access it through MyCareer with your pro, which brings back to the question of where
to spend VC. It also can't be accessed until you get to the NBA, which means either skipping over by far the most interesting and personal part of the story of the storytelling mode, or playing through more slowly and not getting on arguably the most fun online mode until you're several hours into a story
that just connected to the neighborhood in the first place. The neighborhood is representative of NBA 2K21 as a whole, since basketball is great, but every decision made around it lets the side down. Verdict (Image credit: 2K Games)NBA 2K21 is not a three-and-a-half star game. It's a five-star game and
a two-star game crammed together. Basketball is almost perfect, especially with the difficulty shooting shooting smoothed out, and remains at the top of the sports sim tree. But every other design option is either there to get you to spend more money on MyTeam or just a straight up bad design. There's a
great basketball game here, with almost flawless gameplay and an exciting narrative. But he's riveted by his obsession with VC, its bizarre application of its most creative ways, and - once discounting things you have to pay extra to really enjoy - lacks in some key features. Even with the shooting difficulty
smoothed out, while this is a fantastic build-up of the NBA 2K series for long-time fans, newcomers are excluded from too many game modes, making the game too inhospitable to be great. Check out our Madden NFL 21 review Picture: Wiki Commons by Keith Allison Teams spend years waiting for them
to come together - that new superstar will turn the franchise around. It's hard to say exactly who's going to be a star in the NBA, though. Some of the more hyped prospects turn out to be bust, while other late-round draft picks rise to the top of the league in just a few seasons. Either way, when a star
arrives, their impact can immediately be felt, as they often change the entire mood of a city. The NBA is filled with young superstars today who began to soak up the limelight as the former superstar left the game. For every Dwyane Wade or Dirk Nowitkzki, two players who retired after the 2018-19
season, there is now a Trae Young, Luka Doncic, Ben Simmons or Karl-Anthony Towns to take their place. This transition is the natural progression of any sports league, because the only thing that is invincible is Father Time.When are the new stars all over the NBA, who best suits your personality? Are
you more of a ball-control player who scores bucket after bucket or playmaker who creates your teammates before scoring yourself? When you're ready to learn, dive into this quiz and see where the scale of the new players will fall. TRIVIA can you identify these NBA players with the most points in the
2010s? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA can you identify these current NBA stars from a photo of their face? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA EASY can you identify these stars of the '90s NHL? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Can you name the NHL Legend if we give you the teams that have played? 7 Minute
Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Can You Identify These NBA Players With The Most Career Triple-Doubles? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA can you identify the last 40 NFL MVPs from an image? Minute Quiz 7 Minutes TRIVIA can you identify these NBA All-Star Game MVPs? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min PERSONALITY
Build YOUR NBA Dream Team and will you guess how old you really are 5 Minutes Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Can you match the current NBA star with his team? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA can you identify the NBA team if we give you 3 of its biggest centers? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Minutes How much do you
know about dinosaurs? What is a one Score? And how do you use a proper noun? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, understandable explanations of how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to exciting photos and
exciting lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every week to your
inbox. By clicking Register you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company
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